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PRE-FLIGHT REFLECTIVITIES MEASURED: AUGUST 1981 
STS-3 FLIGHT: 2 2  MARCH-30 MARCH 1982 
POST-FLI GHT REFLE&TlVITIES MEASURED: JULY-SEPTEMBER 1982 
OSS-1 PALLET PAYLOAD 
1 Preceding page blank 
A-181 
OSS-1 CONTAMINATION MONITOR 
MIRROR 
A-182 
A-183 
FLIGHT P?l RRORS 
REFLECTIVITIES IN PERCEWT 
BEFORE FLIGHT AFTER FLIGHT 
SAMPLE 1150 1 1216 8 1600 1 2200 8 1150 8 1216 1 1600 8 2200 8 
A EXPOSED ~ 7 0 ,  C1,7 77. 86,l 66.5 80. 76.5 85.3 
A COVERED ~ 7 0 .  81,7 77, 86,l 59.4 77.2 72,2 87,2 
4 EXPOSED 55'8 72-9 74, 86.6 57.4 67,9 73,9 83.2 
4 COVERED 55,8 72,9 74, 86,6 57.2 67,8 71.2 84,1 
4 
ALL VALUES ARE +_22x, 
"EXPOSED" = EXPOSED TO SUN iri FLIGHT, 
ALL VALUES ARE CORRECTED K A N S  OF E?EASUREMENTS AT P-E AFlD ACTON. 
CONTROL MIRRORS 
REFLECT I V  I T I ES 1 N PERCENT 
I 
I BEFORE FLIGHT I AFTER FLIGHT 
1216 1000 8 I 2200 1 
69.6 70.1 85.6 
81-2 74.5 87,2 
A-184 
(FINGERPRINT) 
A L L  VALUES ARE ?2%, 
"EXPOSED" - NOT COVERED BY ALUMINUM SHADE, 
A L L  VALUES ARE CORRECTED FIEANS OF PEASUREMENTS AT P-E AND ACTON. 
OBSERVATIONS 
1. 
2, WEAK EVIDENCE (~1,801 FOR DEGRADATION AT 1216 1 !,ID 1600 1 
NO CHANGES >1,80 OBSERVED, EXCEPT FOR FINGERPRINT. 
FOUND I11 SEVERAL SAMPLES, 
NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETVIEEN FLIGHT MIRRORS AND CONTROL 
MIRRORS , 
COVERED SANPLES SUFFERED PlORE THAN SAMPLES EXPOSED TO SUN, BUT 
DIFFERENCES BARELY SIGNIFICANT, 
EXPOSED SIDE OF FLIGHT MIRRORS FOUND TO BE SOMEWHAT DUSTY, 
3. 
4, 
5 ,  
COKLUS IONS 
1, 
2. 
NO EVIDENCE FOR PERMANENT __. SOLAR- INDUCED DETERIORATION 
NO EVIDENCE FOR PERWlNEFIT SHUTTLE-INDUCED DE7ERIORATION, 
NO EVIDENCE ON OIL-PUMPED VACUUM VERSUS OIL-FREE VACUUM DURING 3 ,  
COAT I NG 
A-185 
